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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the purpose of Route Target Constraint?
A. to avoid BGP having to perform route refreshes
B. to avoid using multiple route distinguishers per VPN in MPLS
VPN networks
C. to be able to implement VPLS with BGP signaling
D. to avoid sending unnecessary BGP VPNv4 or VPNv6 updates to
the PE router
E. to avoid using route reflectors in MPLS VPN networks
Answer: D
Explanation:
Some service providers have a very large number of routing
updates being sent from RRs to PEs, using considerable
resources. A PE does not need routing updates for VRFs that are
not on the PE; therefore, the PE determines that many routing
updates it receives are "unwanted." The PE can filter out the
unwanted updates using Route Target Constraint.
Reference.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios/ios_xe/iproute_bgp/con
figuration/guide/2_xe/irg_xe_book /irg_rt_filter_xe.html.

NEW QUESTION: 2
statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement is true about TIBCO Runtime Agent (TRA)?
A. It must be installed before ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.
B. It must be installed after ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks.
C. It must be installed as part of the ActiveMatrix
BusinessWorks installation.
D. It cannot be installed on the same machine as ActiveMatrix
BusinessWorks.
Answer: A
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